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Chapter I: Background Information
1.1 PLN
The National Electricity Authority of Indonesia, PLN is
responsible für generating, transmission and distribution 0 f
electricity as weIl as the planning, construction and operation
of facilities required to provide electricity .
PLN's national energy sales increased from 2,444GWh in
1974/75 to 27,741GWh in 1989/90, at an average annual
growth rate of 16,3 percent. Over the same period, the number
of customers showed annual growth rate of 16,2 percent.
Comparable growth rates have beeil achieved in Java.
PLN' s record in achieving a high connection rate für new
customers is remarkable. Over the decade 1979/80 to 1989/90,
PLN added over 8 million new customers, that mean's over
800.000 connections per year. In spite of this impressive
record, the potential für electricity sales growth in the future
remains high.
We should not forget that the electrification ratio is still below
28 percent even in Java, the most electricified island. "
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Ll.lnsta~acityandgeneration mix 1~

Tobetter understand this point I prefer to represent the
situation in 1990 as a table.
At the and of 1990 PLNhad a total installed capacity of9,275
MW.

I PLN' s capacity and generation mix in 1990

The exhibit provides a breakdown of the generation capacity
mix, which can be seen predominantly (55%) oi! based.

Power Plants Fuel Installed % Energy %

capacity Generation
inMW in GWh

STEAM Oi! 2,081 22 10,284 30

Coal 1,730 18 10,910 31

GAS TURBINE Gas 130 1 235
1

DIESEL Oi! 1,870 20 3608
10

HYDRO - 2,095 22 5675
16

GE0 THERMAL - 140 1 1125
3

CAPTIVE(purchase) - 265 3 856 3
TOTAL 9,275 100 100



What about the following years?

One thing that we can do is to look at the development and
cümpare it.
It seems that PLN s electricity supply increase extremely. In
1998 is more than double electricity supply as in 1994.

Für example:

Gambar4. ProduksiL" utJenisPembangkit
Figure ElectricityProducedbyTypeofPowerPlant
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1.3 Caotive Ener.

In spite of the high growth rates, PLN has historically not bee
ahle to supply all industrial demand.

Therefore the Ministry of Mining and Energy has given
licenses to a few rural electric cooperatives to generate and
distribute power in areas not connected to PLN's network.

In addition many industrial enterprises got permits from
Ministry of Mining and Energy and they installed captive
generating plants to meet their electricity needs.

The amount of captive generating plants in industry is expected
to grow, because it is cheaper tor individual customers to self-
generate than to buy by PLN.

But the most used fuel tor captive generation is diesel.
Therefore PLN tries to reduce the amount of captive power
generation.
For example: PLN use captive plants only tor peak power
generation,or transforms so that you can use e.g. natural gas.

Gambar 3.
Figure
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Chaoter 11: Vensim - Modelin!! - Data

2.1 Vensim

I built my model with Vensim.

Vensim is a visual modeling tool that allows you to
conceptualize, document, simulate, analyze and optimize
models of dynamic systems.

Vensim provides a simple and flexible way of building
simulation models from causalloop or stock and flow
diagrams.

By connecting ward with arrows, relationships among systems
variables are entered and recorded as causal connections. This
information is used by the Equation Editor to help you form a
complete simulation model
You can analyze Jour model throughout the building the
variable and also at the loops involving the variable.

When you have built a model that can be simulated, Vensim
allows you throughly explore the behavior of the model.

(For more information: httpffwww.vensim.com)



3.2 Summary about modelling

For my modelling I choosed the changes at the demand side.

Suppose, foTexample, that we have x MWcapacity and y
MWh electricity demand in 1990.

Let us consider what happens to OUTcapacity whwn the

electricity demand grew to y +LiMWh in 1991.

Now we need more capacity to rise OUTsupply. That mean's
an increase in OUTinvestments.

Investment cost

Investment in""" per MW
Coal pp

Capacity growth
Coal pp

<Coal Resources>

Demandrate Coal

I<Time>

~
Demad Coal

/ power

Electricity production
with I MW coal

Power generation
coal



CGAL 1
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At the same time we can compare the date for Export - Import
or see wh at happens to energyconsumption.
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Graph for Coal Export Graph for Coal Import
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The most important point is, what happens to our conventional
resources.

Are there enough resources to produce and supply electricity
in future.
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COAL I
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3.3 Data used tor mv Modelin/!

8841 5159 950 2198 2214
14075 9612 90 2323 2341
24222 18148 122 3086 3110
30390 20928 338 4757 4557
34188 25109 273 6083 5474
45660 34523 528 5944 5721
55482 40172 509 5190 6436
60405 45997 496 8100 8466
66493 51577 495 6464 10608

1462 790 125 797
1592 900 122 814
1576 805 129 828
1511 838 153 827
1510 887 157 780
1502 816 186 873
1547 775 196 968
1520 800 197 916
1518 815 197 950



Chapter 111: Situation description - Proposal

3.1 Conventional ener. resources

In Indonesia, the eonsumption of oil has beeil
inereasing signifieantly. If the eonsumption grows
higher then produetion, Indonesia will soon beeome
net oil importing eountry.
Therefore the use of diesel and other petroleum
produets für power generation should be limited in
view of Indonesia' s deelining oil reserves.

Not surprisingly, PLN' s plans do not forsee the
eonstruetion of oil-fired steam power plants PLN
rather intends to gradually retire the existing
eapaeity.

A lot of the diesel based eaptive generation ean be
expeeted to be substituted by PLN' s generation,
anee PLN' s shortage of generation, transmission
and distribution eapaeity ends.

The eapaeity deeline in oil fired steam power plants
is made possible by the additional installation of
hydro or gas fired eombined eyele power plants.



In order to reduce the dependency on oil and gas
fuel, there is an alternative to maximize the
utilization of coal which is abundant in Indonesia.

Indonesia's coal is mostly lover quality.
Nevertheless we can still use it as fuel material für
electrical power plants or substitute für fossil fuel.
Long term generation expansion planning with
conventional resources should be based on coal.

The main reason behind this is that Indonesia has
abundant coal reserves suitable für steam

generation.
Reserves are estimated to exceed 32 billion tons,
located primarily in Sumatra (23 billion tons) and in
Kalimantan (9 billion tons).

In general Kalimantan coal is better quality than
Sumatra coal.
The very low sulfur and ash content make
Kalimantan coal particularly attractive für power
generation as they comply with environmental
regulations at low cast.

The major obstacle problem to coal use in
Indonesia's power plants will be the required
transportation infrastructure.



Compared with 3.8 million tons in 1991, nearly 20
million tons of coal must be transported in year
2000 and 72 million tons in 2008.

There is not only coal reserves about that I want to
give information.

Together with hydro power, natural gas the second
most important energy resource foTpower
generation.

On economic ground alone, gas seems to have a
competitive edge over coal. But the need to exploit
large gas reserves primarily foTLNG exports and
the higher economic value of gas in general industry
use call foTa prudent gas use strategy to power
generation.

The use of marginal gas field' s foTpower
generation warrants assessing.
Regarding large scale power generation individual
marginal gas field's will, in general, be too small
to justify the installation of base or medium load
power plants.

A cluster of marginal fields will be required to
guarantee, that gas reserves will not be depleted



before the and of the lire time of large gas fueled
power plants.

Individual marginal gas field' s may contain
sufficient reserves tor peak power plants.



3.2 For the future

PLN' sexpansion program in generating electricity depends on
the demand scenario.

More emphasis should be given to cogeneration.
The economically attractive potential is
substantially higher
than the existing capacity.

Cogeneration systems have a total efficiency
(electrical plus thermal) which is at least 20 %
higher than the efficiency of systems producing
electricity and thermal energy separately.

Thus, where there is a high Jemand für thermal
energy - industrial ZOllesare prime candidates - the
possibility of installing combined beat and power
plants should be thoroughly assessed.

High investment costs and increasing fuel prices
make utilities and manufactures to increase the

efficiency of power plants.

Regarding conventional thermal power plants,
experts forecast that natural gas fired combined
cycle plants could reach an efficiency of more than
60 %.



The effieieney of eoal fired steam power plants whit
desulphurization unit's forecast to approach 50 %.

Regarding novel teehnologies, eGal fired generating
teehnologies will be in the center of interest given
that eoal is extremely likely to beeome Indonesia's
dominant energy resouree für power generation.

While eoal is so interesting hefe are same more
details.

Three eGalusing teehnologies, of whieh pilot plants
already exists or are under eonstruetion, eould be
partieular intersting für Indonesia.

1.) Gas / Coal eombustion( G/CC)
2.) Fluidized bed eombustion(FBC)
3.) Integrated eoal and gasifieation eombined

eyele (IGCC)

These plants have already reaehed eommereial
maturity and eould be attraetive für Indonesia in the
near future.

Compared to eonventional eGal fired power plant,
the plants have a higher effieieney and lower. .
emmlSlon.



Though cast estimates ofFBC and IGCC plants
must be interpreted cautiously as lang as only pilot
plants exist, many experts belive that the specific
investment cast will be in order of conventional
plants with desulphization unit.

This also applies to G/CC plants, where cast
estimates are more reliable, because severallarge
plants already exist.



Here we have tree several possibilities to generate electricity.

I J.) Hydro power:

Sumatra,Kalimantan, Sulawesi and Irian Java offer an
attractive potential for developing large hydro power plants, hut
the relatively low demand in these regions and orten long
distance to the customers limits the potential which is
economically exploitable.

On Java, for example, development will focus on pumped
storage plants to be used for peak power generation.

Micro hydro plants are likely to an attractive option for rural
electrification.

2.Geothermal:

Geothermal is likely to become more increasingly attractive in
future, hut its limited potential will prevent thai it ever becomes.
a major energy resource.

There is no needs to subsidize the power production from
geothermal energy. Pilot projects already exists in Indonesia.

An cost estimate indicate thai geothermal steam based power
generation can be expected to become increasingly competitive
whit other sources if the sites are not too rar away from the
consumer center



3.)Solar Energy

Among other energy resources, solar energy converted in
photovoltaic systems in to electricall energy could become an
important source für electricity generation in the very lang
term.

At present, small systems have generating costs of US $ 1,50
per kWh. Despite the relatively high costs, calculations shows
that small PV systems may already be the least cast power
supply option für rural areas.

As generating costs likely to further decline, small PV modules
could make significant contribution to rural electrification.

That mean' s PV systems should be supported or subsidized.

Further, empirical evidence shows that novel technologies face
other barriers than costs.

Regarding PV systems,. it is, für example, orten beliATed,that
there will be no electricity during the nighttime or PV cells
break easily.
Information campaigns will be apre-requisite before installing
PV systems.



3.4 A close look coal and CO2emmision

Until today, the general public, I believe, harbours the view that
Coal is black and dirty causing a lot of emission gases and
polluting the air in Indonesia severely.

With regard to the amount of emissions produced by hydro-
carbon fuel in Indonesia arecent study by Manfred Kleeman in
1994 gave the following Table.

Polluting Emission from the use ofEnergy (1993)(T)

The table indicates that above view is not quite correct. The real
"Culprits" who are polluting the Indonesian air in large
amounts are in fact Oil and Biomass.
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